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Just how is making certain that this The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic
Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier will not shown in your bookshelves? This is a soft documents book The
World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier, so you
could download The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By
Patrick Barbier by acquiring to obtain the soft documents. It will alleviate you to read it whenever you
require. When you feel careless to relocate the published publication from the home of office to some place,
this soft data will alleviate you not to do that. Because you can only conserve the information in your
computer unit and also gizmo. So, it allows you review it anywhere you have readiness to review The World
Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier

From Library Journal
The practice of castrating boy sopranos continues to both repel and fascinate the modern audience.
Reflecting these responses, this book vacillates between an up-to-date obsession with clinical details and a
Victorian sense of shock. As Barbier (music history, West Catholic Univ., Angers) documents here, some of
the castrasti were extraordinary singers and led interesting lives, both public and private. But the book adds
few new details to what has previously been known, and it is neither scholarly enough to be a definitive
study nor breezy enough to entertain. A more interesting treatment is still Angus Heriot's The Castrati in
Opera (1956. o.p.).?Timothy J. McGee, Univ. of Toronto
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
The papal declaration that no woman could sing in church gave rise to the castrati--boys castrated before
puberty and cultivated to sing the treble parts. Major Italian cities even had conservatories for training poor
boys as castrati to give them a better life. Soon the musical theater embraced the castrato voice, and many
castrati enjoyed long, international careers as singers and teachers; the famous Farinelli, subject of a recent
movie, became a privy minister of the Spanish court. Considered safe companions, castrati often forged
alliances with noble women; they even married. Handel, Gluck, and Rossini all wrote for the castrato voice,
but the passion for castrati in the theater died out by 1790. (It continued in the papal choirs until 1913, when
Moreschi, the last castrato, died.) Barbier weaves quite a tapestry out of the lives of the great castrati and the
theater and church music of seventeenth-and eighteenth-century Europe, especially that of Italy. Although
rather dry, well worth reading. Alan Hirsch

From Kirkus Reviews
A remarkable topic that, unfortunately, doesn't get the nuanced handling it deserves. In a society in which the
outrageous garners maximum media attention, the Baroque-era castrati should be guaranteed to lure readers
other than scholars and opera fanatics. What other history can discuss sex, forced genital mutilation,



religious hypocrisy, and adultery, all in the name of historical research? Incredibly, Barbier manages to make
this intriguing 16th19th century European phenomenon (which involved the castration of male children
before puberty to preserve the purity of their singing voices) boring, even annoying. His style is, on the
whole, plodding. Particularly bothersome is his overuse of exclamation marks and his habit of asking
questions and then not answering them, this despite the fact that the inquiries often go to the essence of a
particular section. The chapter on the almost hysterical appeal some women felt for castrati, for instance,
asks: ``Was this merely the attraction of a circus phenomenon? Was it the search by the ladies for a love-life
without danger? Or the exceptional power of a voice that numbed reason and led to `the delights of
paradise'? The idealisation of a `supernatural' being who belonged to both sexes without knowing the limits
of either?'' Intriguing ideas. Barbier's conclusion? ``We shall never really understand the intimate
motivations of each spectator, man or woman, in their relationships with the castrati.'' Which is not to say
that the book is totally without redeeming features. Barbier (Opera in Paris, 18001850: A Lively History,
1995) knows his opera and is fairly thorough in touching all the important bases. As such, the book is a
decent overview for people needing the basics. A lesson in how to take a great story and dull it to death. (16
pages b&w photos, not seen) -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.
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The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick
Barbier. Let's check out! We will frequently figure out this sentence almost everywhere. When still being a
youngster, mommy used to get us to constantly review, so did the instructor. Some publications The World
Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier are totally read
in a week and also we require the obligation to assist reading The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An
Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier Just what about now? Do you still love reading? Is
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The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier to
read.
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Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier web link that we supply here and check out the link. You could get the book
The World Of The Castrati: The History Of An Extraordinary Operatic Phenomenon By Patrick Barbier or
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This entertaining and authoritative study of the castrati during the baroque period explores the lives and
triumphs of more than 60 singers over three centuries—their social origins, training, and relationship to
society and church. Blending history and anecdote, it traces the course of a phenomenon that held Europe in
its thrall. People were fascinated by these hybrids—part man, part woman, and part child—who became
virile heroes on the operatic stage. The reader will learn of the horrors of castration, the nature of the strange
castrato voice, and the conflicts these singers experienced.
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Reflecting these responses, this book vacillates between an up-to-date obsession with clinical details and a
Victorian sense of shock. As Barbier (music history, West Catholic Univ., Angers) documents here, some of
the castrasti were extraordinary singers and led interesting lives, both public and private. But the book adds
few new details to what has previously been known, and it is neither scholarly enough to be a definitive
study nor breezy enough to entertain. A more interesting treatment is still Angus Heriot's The Castrati in
Opera (1956. o.p.).?Timothy J. McGee, Univ. of Toronto
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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The papal declaration that no woman could sing in church gave rise to the castrati--boys castrated before
puberty and cultivated to sing the treble parts. Major Italian cities even had conservatories for training poor
boys as castrati to give them a better life. Soon the musical theater embraced the castrato voice, and many
castrati enjoyed long, international careers as singers and teachers; the famous Farinelli, subject of a recent
movie, became a privy minister of the Spanish court. Considered safe companions, castrati often forged
alliances with noble women; they even married. Handel, Gluck, and Rossini all wrote for the castrato voice,
but the passion for castrati in the theater died out by 1790. (It continued in the papal choirs until 1913, when
Moreschi, the last castrato, died.) Barbier weaves quite a tapestry out of the lives of the great castrati and the
theater and church music of seventeenth-and eighteenth-century Europe, especially that of Italy. Although
rather dry, well worth reading. Alan Hirsch

From Kirkus Reviews
A remarkable topic that, unfortunately, doesn't get the nuanced handling it deserves. In a society in which the



outrageous garners maximum media attention, the Baroque-era castrati should be guaranteed to lure readers
other than scholars and opera fanatics. What other history can discuss sex, forced genital mutilation,
religious hypocrisy, and adultery, all in the name of historical research? Incredibly, Barbier manages to make
this intriguing 16th19th century European phenomenon (which involved the castration of male children
before puberty to preserve the purity of their singing voices) boring, even annoying. His style is, on the
whole, plodding. Particularly bothersome is his overuse of exclamation marks and his habit of asking
questions and then not answering them, this despite the fact that the inquiries often go to the essence of a
particular section. The chapter on the almost hysterical appeal some women felt for castrati, for instance,
asks: ``Was this merely the attraction of a circus phenomenon? Was it the search by the ladies for a love-life
without danger? Or the exceptional power of a voice that numbed reason and led to `the delights of
paradise'? The idealisation of a `supernatural' being who belonged to both sexes without knowing the limits
of either?'' Intriguing ideas. Barbier's conclusion? ``We shall never really understand the intimate
motivations of each spectator, man or woman, in their relationships with the castrati.'' Which is not to say
that the book is totally without redeeming features. Barbier (Opera in Paris, 18001850: A Lively History,
1995) knows his opera and is fairly thorough in touching all the important bases. As such, the book is a
decent overview for people needing the basics. A lesson in how to take a great story and dull it to death. (16
pages b&w photos, not seen) -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.

Most helpful customer reviews

25 of 25 people found the following review helpful.
Eviva
By Neil G. Croll
No serious discussion of opera would be complete without mentioning the castrati; the period which gave
rise to the castrati, their lives and work, and their legacy as it affects us today. In Barbier's book the reader is
given an extraordinarily well researched, informative and entertaining look at the castrato phenomenon from
it's earliest beginnings, through the so called "golden age", and right on into the twentieth century. While
presenting a tremendous amount of information the book is never boring or pedantic but rather gives a
unique insight into a subject that many, even the most learned opera cognoscenti, would not want to discuss.
Along with the lives of the greatest operatic castrati (Farinelli, Senesino et al.) Barbier gives details of almost
every castrato of any significance in the history of opera. He also provides an informative description of the
physical caharacteristics of eunuchs along with the social, religious, and political conditions that ushered in
and provided for the existence of the castrati.
Any person who wishes to learn more about the castrati, their role in the development of opera, or simply to
expand his or her knowledge of opera history should read this book.

28 of 30 people found the following review helpful.
Opinioni
By farinelli_primo@yahoo.com
I thought the book did very well in revealing the great yet mysterious past of some of operas greatest
exponents, the castrati. Through their eventful history vocal technique was able to reach past its highest
peaks, and audiences were able to be thrown, into raptures of ecstatic bliss, by listening to the angelic voices
in all their skill.... and unassailable perfection of the greatest singers our world has known through the music
of some of the greatest composers. However petty some may make themselves in attacking the style of the
author or some phrase he was supposedly ridiculous to have uttered in the book, Patrick Barbier indeed
accomplished much in revealing to us in wonderful detail the history of music's glorious past. I also wish to
thank him for all that he has given me through the publishing of this great book.

5 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
LIke a Wacky Sci-Fi tale, if it Weren't (Sadly) True



By Carol DeChant
I see this fascinating story as much about the lengths to which the Vatican would go in order to deny women
a voice (in church, on stage, in society) as about these male victims of a fear of women. Indigent young boys
not only had the misfortune of being maimed for a shot at a career as singers, but they had to have the
surgery before the audition! Few castrati had a good enough voice to have a singing career in choirs, let
alone become a star. So they were viewed as (unemployed) freaks the rest of their lives.

The book also shows how a society with such gender bans became obsessed with sex (especially those who
enacted and enforced the bans). The cross-dressing that castration led to involved castrated men playing
women's roles in opera and ballet--wearing female wigs and costumes, (sometimes off stage as well as on).
Decades later, when the ban of women from the Roman stage was lifted, female sopranos disguised
themselves as castrati to compete with them for the high register roles. Everyone speculated on the sex lives
of castrati, and there are cases of folks who fell in love with someone whose gender they'd mistaken.

It's grimly spell-binding to read about centuries of Popes struggling with the morality of castration, while
creating a market for it by hiring the castrati for choirs. Pope Leo XIII finally banned it forever, allowing the
remaining ones to leave the Sistine Choir in their own time. The last one left in 1913!

Barbier has written an authoritative page-turner that would be like an absurd sci-fi tale if it weren't sadly
true.

See all 9 customer reviews...
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